


US Jetting Case Study
Boosting Lead Generation for US Jetting Through

Advanced Marketing Techniques

In 1982, the concept of high pressure – low flow
jetting was brought to America by Nick Woodhead.
Several years later, he started the company US
Jetting which now serves over 44 countries.

Background



Testimonials



Size of company
Large scale company

Industry
Manufacturer and supplier
High-pressure hydro jetters,
nozzles, hoses, and accessories

Location
International focus 
US Based
Georgia and California

Buyer Personas
Plumbers (residential or
commercial)
Municipalities and cities
Larger organizations that
have the internal
infrastructure for
maintenance 

Product Focus
Plumbing (specifically Drain Cleaning)

Contractors
Small business- privately owner
Corporate  

Industrial
Airports

Farming
Meat producers 

Government
Hospitals
Prisons
Military
Universities 
School Districts

Overview



Gain a lion’s
share of the

market quickly

Increase
quality web

traffic 

Generate more
leads from the

retail market in 
the US

Establish
a dealer
network 

Improve keyword rankings and visibility
growth on Google. Content to impact

visibility online and increase engagement

Increase traffic to the website 
Increase leads month over month -

Generate 20 + leads/month

Goals & Objectives: 
Return On Investments 



Challenges
US FOCUS

Measure Marketing was hired by US Jetting to assist them to
grow and scale their family-run business at an accelerated
pace. 
Challenges included:
•  Outdated website with a lacklustre design
•  No marketing strategy due to the longevity of the company
•  Worldwide marketing focusing primarily in the United States
•  Lack of conversion
•  Broken e-commerce
•  Low ranking for both branded and non-branded search terms
•  Low exposure and not shown on relevant searches
•  Low number of backlinks
•  Keywords not ranking



Created a buyer journey for various personas
Website adjustments to create a user- friendly interface
by: 

Generating traffic and converting it through the
well-defined buyer’s journey
Implementing client testimonials
Encouraging customers to leave product reviews
Improving core-product layout
Creating a conversion-friendly design
Using content marketing to update the content on
existing website pages 
 Reducing the bounce rate

Built a strong SEO foundation

Developed new content by creating new webpages, 
 Blogs and FAQ's while using product-focus
keywords
Categorized page optimizations with relevant
content
Tracked keyword positioning on search engines on a
weekly basis
Tracked the quantity of inbound qualified leads
Used high-performing key phrases with a high
search volume

Conducted research on the target audience

Strategy
After understanding US Jetting's goals, defining their needs, and learning about their ideal customers, an in-depth discovery process
was formed to truly understand their customers, their behaviors, and their needs. We then performed a detailed competitive analysis

on keyword research for organic search placement, organic searches, and where they currently rank.



Target Audience Research:
Analyzed our consumer personas to

create our target audience in order to
gain understanding to what, how and
why they are searching for a product.

Keyword Research:
Research around long tail

keywords + user needs and not
only focusing on high search

volume ones.

Content Strategy:
We designed the content to

fulfill user needs and was purely
focused on the topic and not on

keywords.

 

Schema Optimization:
Added a relevant schema such as
organization, FAQs, blogs, and

more.

Internal Linking:
Auditing each page and internally

linking on relevant and
descriptive anchor texts and not

on just random keywords.

Website Architecture:
Optimizing the site structure and
navigation to make it easier for

users to manouvre. 

Conversion Optimization:
Added relevant call to action

buttons through the website to
improve conversions.

Speed Optimization:
We have improved the website speed so that we
can enhance user experience and conversions. 

Backlinks:
Created backlinks on industry relevant websites

to improve referral traffic.

Implementation



 Results

The overall website design and navigation
lacked branding and accessibility. It wasn't
appealing to the consumer. Page engagement
time was low.  

We optimized the entire website and navigation,
creating an aesthetically appealing and user
friendly website.  



Leads:
After the complete optimization, the website in Sep-2021 generated 79 calls and 60 forms

In August-2022, we generated 236 calls and 136 forms.



Website Traffic:

 August 25, 2022 the website received  274 visits per day

On July 5, 2021 The US jetting website received 32 visits per day 

*User data pulled from google analytics 

VS



In July-2021 referring domain count was 221. 

In August-2022, we have 557 referring domains. 

Backlinks Enhancement:
The US jetting website was not in "good" health from a backlinks perspective. We began an audit on the backlinks and noticed a large volume of
highly toxic backlinks. Creating 1 file of these backlinks and with the Google disavow tool we were able to remove them. Once they were removed
we created and continue to create high-quality backlinks for US Jetting to increase its backlinks and domain. 

In Aug-2022, we have 2541 backlinks. 

In July-2021, backlinks count was 1054. 



Ranking Improvement:

In July 2021, 40 keywords on top 3
positions and total 840 keywords
ranking in the US.

In August 2022, 183 keywords
ranking on top 3 positions and total
1881 keywords ranking in the US.



 
“We’ve worked with Measure Marketing for a year now and we’ve seen our SEO

improve dramatically, our new website visitors significantly increase, plus
we’ve at least doubled if not tripled the leads we get from our website. The

Measure Marketing team are a pleasure to work with, particularly Amber who
has been our rep that handle our monthly report meetings. She explains all of
the data metrics and helps us make better educated marketing decisions for

our website and other areas. We have been very glad to have linked up with the
Measure Marketing team to be the marketing department we always needed!”

 
 

Lucy Woodhead
usjetting.com

 



Work with a
Marketing
Company Who
Gets You
Do you want to see how we can
get you outstanding results too?
Contact us to get started on your
custom marketing strategy.

https://measuremarketing.com/contact-us/

